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When dedicated high school teacher Rachel (Virginie Efira) falls in love with Ali (Roschdy Zem), it's not long before she also falls for his 
daughter Leila. The lustful giddiness of Rachel and Ali’s late night rendezvous evolves into the familiar warmth of family picnics and after- 
school pickups. Although she feels like a mother, Rachel is not allowed to forget that Lelia is another woman’s daughter. She begins to long 
for a child of her own, but as a forty-something woman, she is abundantly aware that she has limited time to begin a family. Rachel must 
decide whether to embrace the inherent entanglements of her current situation, including coparenting with Ali’s ex-wife Alice (Chiara 
Mastroianni), or strike out again on her own. Other People’s Children becomes a soulful, sexy, and resolutely grown-up story of the elusive 
quest for agency and belonging. 

Synopsis

Rachel is a dedicated teacher who forms a deep bond with her boyfriend’s young daughter, loving the family she’s found but yearning for 
one of her own in this soulful, sexy, resolutely grown-up story of the elusive quest for belonging. 

Logline
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Rebecca Zlotowski is a French director and screenwriter 
born in 1980 in Paris. A graduate of the Ecole Normale 
Supérieure and the Femis, and a former academic in French
literature, her films as director are Dear Prudence (Critics’ 
Week Grand Prize Nominee, Cannes, Winner Prix Louis 
Delluc for First Film, Critics’ Award for Best First Film) 
Grand Central (Official Selection, Cannes), Planetarium, 
staring Natalie Portman, presented at the Venice Film 
Festival, and An Easy Girl (SACD Award, Directors’ Fortnight, 
Cannes). Her mini-series for Canal Plus, Savages, adapted 
from a novel by Sabri Louatah, won the award for Best 
Series at the French Syndicate of Cinema Critics. She lives 
and works in Paris. Other People’s Children is her fifth film. 

Rebecca
Zlotowski
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Director’s Statement
I began by adapting Romain Gary’s novel Your Ticket Is No Longer Valid, a novel that confronts a man’s impotence head on. But something resisted. Not because I
couldn’t project myself into this man who was unable to get hard, or who feared no longer being able to, but perhaps because I could identify too well. Gradually I
recognized my own impotence, that of a 40-year-old woman without children, who wants one, and in part raises those of another woman. A stepmother without being a
mother herself. As painfully commonplace as male impotence, this situation was nevertheless the starting point of a story worthy of being told, having hardly been told
before.

It seemed to me that the bond which can link us to the child of another, a man we love, whose life and therefore family we share, not only has no name – we speak of
motherhood, of fatherhood, not ‘step-motherhood’ or ‘step-fatherhood’ – but is also rarely depicted. 

There was a kind of gap between comic book representations on one hand – the evil ‘Disney’ stepmother from a world in which women died in childbirth and were
replaced by young women unwilling and ill-equipped to love children who weren’t their own, burdens that came with marriage, and on the other hand overwhelmed
stepmothers in reconstituted families in unevenly successful romantic comedies. 

Where was the woman who nurtured an intimate and precious connection with the child or children, she was raising for years without having any herself, while
accepting the risk of being erased from the equation once her relationship with the father ended? What is to be done with this relationship when it weighs heavily on
decisions of the heart? How can you still live in the same city with people you have been with, loved, cared for, but who are already sharing their lives with others? 

I wanted to write this film about this secondary character using the tools of cinema. But a cinema of secondary characters, as opposed to the cinema of protagonists
experiencing passion and excess in conflict. To have a new matrix of emotions prevail: friendship between men and women, tenderness between women, frustration
rather than betrayal, the melancholy of missed rendez-vous with life but also the joy of successful encounters with desire, eroticism, the consolations of happiness.
To focus on those transitory loves we experience between great romances… what the Americans call “on the rebound”. Rebound girl, rebound boy. 

I imagined Other People’s Children in its literary and melodic dimension. Each fade out and in, every iris in and out, the skies that show the passing seasons, all should
be read as chapters in a countdown in the life of a woman, of a couple and their desire. 
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Director’s Statement Cont.
I thought a lot about those studies of human nature from the early 1980s at which American cinema excelled: Alan Parker’s Shoot the Moon, Kramer vs. Kramer, An 
Unmarried Woman… definitive films about ordinary, collective experiences, with a sort of musical generosity and classical simplicity in their structures, a modesty in their 
depiction of these relationships that develop and disintegrate, that struggle and break apart. 

Other People’s Children owes almost everything to its cast, which isn’t the case with every film. Roschdy Zem, my great ally since Savages, and Chiara Mastroianni, who 
agreed to join us for several scenes and who during the shoot agreed that we were breaking the rule that dictates that there is room for only one great female role in a 
film, not two. The film above all compensated for – I was going to say avenged! – my missed appointment over the years with Virginie Efira, who contributed with her 
“erotic brain”, to use the phrase coined by Anne Berest (who also acts in the film). The intelligence of her acting, her generosity, her dignity renders her the heir to the stars 
of those studies of human nature whose guiding spirit hovered over the film: Jill Clayburgh, Meryl Streep, Diane Keaton... Women who touched me and in whom I 
recognized myself, for whom femininity is not a given, but something of their own making. Action, diction, reaction, seduction: there is nothing ‘in itself’ about Virginie’s 
femininity, but a fierce and stubborn will to be. To construct the person you want to be. And I loved her. 

In a sort of ironic twist of fate, having no longer hoped for it, I discovered during prep that I was pregnant, and I shot the film while expecting a child who was born several 
days after we finished mixing. I felt that I was filming this love letter in solidarity with childless women – nulliparous, as the doctors say – while no longer belonging to 
their community without having yet joined the other. 

With Other People’s Children, I wanted to simply make the film I needed to see. 

Rebecca Zlotowski. 
Paris, June 8th, 2022
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Interview with Virginie Efira

What did the title Other People’s Children evoke when you read the screenplay?

The idea of a character rarely seen in cinema. The stepmother, the one who looks after other people’s children, is usually a minor character, rather utilitarian. 
Rebecca decided to bring her to the forefront and examine the bond between a peripheral character and an “adopted” family as focal point. At the same time, 
she tackles a classic character, but one never before seen in this way, and the question of femininity. She places Rachel at the heart of this utterly contemporary 
story. She manages to do what Flaubert said: “All you have to do to make something interesting is to look at it long enough.” That’s really the case with my 
character who is neither crazy nor an eccentric nonconformist. She’s quite normal, discreet, and Rebecca looks at her at length as such. She reveals her from all 
points of views: her libido, her family relations, her friends, her relationship with this other person’s child as well, because when I evoke Rachel’s very moving 
reserve, it’s not only about motherhood, it’s also about her femininity.

Did you feel this when reading the screenplay? 

What moved me when I read it is what was implicit, what I call the small place, when it comes quite naturally to be reserved, behind others, and in this case 
behind someone, this man she loves and to whom she says while doing this: “take the space”. Rachel is interesting in that she doesn’t want to take the first 
place, that of the mother at any cost, that she seeks to stay in the background in relation to herself and sometimes in her romantic relationships too. 

Did you discuss all this with Rebecca Zlotowski? 

Often when you meet a character, you feel that the director might be talking about him or herself, and then suddenly you realise that he or she is also talking
about you, and everything gets intertwined. Rebecca and I discussed what brought us together, what we wanted to do and why. We talked about all this rather 
than trying to define a character. We also discussed the bond we were going to share on and for this film, how we envisaged things, our love of working together 
and with Roschdy Zem too, a love we could predict, which sometimes happens on set, and which did here! Something special manifested on this shoot, 
something quite symbiotic, an understanding that didn’t need to be spoken or named. 
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Interview with Virginie Efira
Tell us about your co-star, Roschdy Zem. 

He’s amazing, this Roschdy Zem who keeps on reinventing himself! He does things in the film that he would have never done before. I’ve loved his work for a 
very long time. He has a real curiosity that puts him beyond any trend, beyond the certainty of a well framed moment. He’s seeking, he doesn’t know exactly who 
he is, and that’s marvellous, especially when you see the pure quality of his career. He’s in a state of perpetual astonishment, of wonder. We didn’t really know 
each other, even though I felt through his roles the incredible strength that emanates from him. We got along very well. I believed in our on-screen couple. I also 
see a way of being a man, he exudes something tangible. It fitted with Rebecca’s cinema, the way she wanted to tell her story. He and I are quite concrete, which 
places the story somewhere less ethereal, more organic, and perhaps this allowed us to interact in a fluid way. There’s no egocentric waste, he’s completely free. 
He wanted to dive into this story, hence the nakedness, in every sense of the word. 

Rachel is also a character who lays herself bare, in every sense of the word. 

On-screen nudity isn’t exactly new for me! But this is the first time I’ve done a funny nude scene, because the body has some soft parts and when you’re moving 
in all directions, it’s funny! The nude scene with no sexual aspect was great fun to shoot but also very intimidating. I was naked outside, some people could see 
me, I couldn’t for example cover myself with the body of my partner or with eroticism like the type of scene I’ve done on other films. Here we were just there, like 
naked worms, wriggling around in all directions. Yes, it was comical. Nudity is difficult to film, it’s interesting to me only if it is of great interest to the director, 
finding the language of the body, the precise way of moving, feeling that we are all together, in the same film, in an almost religious, transcendent way, and 
telling ourselves we are accomplishing something higher than us. 

Is that down to Rebecca’s Zlotowski’s direction of actors? 

It is driven by Rebecca’s character and determination. There is an assertiveness in what she wants to see, where she wants to take us. She has a form of energy 
that makes you want to follow her, to deliver more. Her gaze is eager, a systematic encouragement to look further, to see that things are progressing. She never 
pushes the actor in the idea of wanting to do well, it is more a matter of doing! She’s good at that. She also gives cinematic clues, which are not psychological. 
For example, the scene where my character and Ali, played by Roschdy Zem, meet, I wanted to add a bunch of little things and she summed it up with an image 
devoid of everything, telling me: ”I want it to be like a conveyor belt.” Rebecca is very gentle but with a real authority. She also stops any sacralisation of the 
moment. And when you share the same tastes, your thoughts are obvious. Roschdy, Rebecca and I worked through osmosis. 



Interview with Virginie Efira

How did you work on Rachel’s appearance? 

Regarding her wardrobe, at first Rebecca and I were looking in opposite directions, before finally agreeing on a look for her. When we talked about Rachel we 
were able, for example, to define a gesture of my hand in my hair, as an actress like Julia Roberts often does, that’s to say a mane of long curly hair that has to 
be held back to keep her face free. 

And next? 

We had to find a style that helped me understand Rachel, who teaches French in high school. First, we loaded her with lots of meaning before removing many, 
many things. More than her clothes, Rachel is the way she moves, in constant correlation with her way of thinking. We had to find her energy levels. You always 
steal things from your director, I took from Rebecca small physical elements that reveal her quickness of thought. On set, she has this very strong, marked 
assurance, which I share in a way, even if I also talk about my complexes. There’s no evidence of fragility, neither for her nor for me… well, not much. All this is 
above all a question of gestures betraying a sensory, affective and not necessarily intellectual language. 

And films too? 

Yes, Rebecca showed me Diane Keaton films, which were very inspiring, again for Rachel’s body language. Keaton has a facial mobility, a certain politeness in 
her smile, which is also in my character: the polite smile, the importance of laughter too. I was particularly impressed by Alan Parker’s Shoot the Moon. It’s 
mainstream American cinema, accessible, demanding and profound, which maintains its aim at a certain level. Films were, for Rebecca and me, additional ways 
to be in accord and share a vision. She gave me the freedom to take, to use or not, whatever I wanted from what I had seen, for example in Diane Keaton’s work. 
Then there are films you have in mind, and clearly for me it was Claude Sautet and Romy Schneider. I’m thinking of Une Histoire Simple, where Schneider looks at 
men with an amused and distant understanding, not at all “Men are all bastards, but we forgive them everything,” no, in Sautet’s films, as in Other People’s 
Children, it’s more the gaze of a woman who doesn’t seek or ask anything from men, but who observes without judging. 
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Interview with Virginie Efira
And feminist as well? 

In a way, yes. What is a feminist film? It is a film that really looks at a woman at length and grants her a complex position. This film is absolutely that, and in a 
way that is both extremely contemporary and aimed at everyone. It’s a mainstream film about a rare and accessible subject, motherhood, about this possibility 
for women to belong to this great shared place – that of being a mother. We also discuss a period, the idea that, if I want to be a mother, I can’t decide when I’m 
68. It’s a reality no woman escapes, which you must resolve, so what do we do with that? 

Is this what mattered most to you, to address this countdown, which means that after a certain age a woman can no longer be a mother? 

Not only. To me, more than the relationship to motherhood, the film strikes me in a more universal way with this question: what passes and what remains, in this 
long and short life? In the film, not only must Rachel find her place and understand who she is, which is complex, but also find a place beside a child who is not 
hers, and that is something else. Do you dive in headfirst or not? You’re constantly unbalanced because you worry all the time about respecting the child. You 
have no choice but to wait until a place is offered to you, and then it’s hard to dare to take it. Rachel tries to find a place in the life of this child, and clearly 
without any rivalry between her and the mother of the child. This is not the subject. 

What is the subject? 

There is this great biological desire to be a mother that Rebecca succeeds wonderfully in dealing with. This moment where there is very little time left is very 
complex. And again, there is this bond with a child that is not yours, which is miraculous and inevitably fragile because you never know when it might break. This 
bond is always up in the air. How do you manage to be yourself fully in this situation? What are your rights, afterwards? How do you say goodbye? How do you 
enter the intimacy of a family that isn’t yours to start with? Rebecca manages to render this state of permanent high alert, of always trying to do well, to establish 
a bond. On a personal note, this bond with a child who is not yours is something I loved very much. I even wonder if sometimes I didn’t choose men because 
they had children. I loved to watch the man in this situation, maybe because I thought I could be useful, perhaps also because it put me in that so-called situation 
of standing “behind” that bond. 
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Interview with Virginie Efira
Is this a film that leaves a bigger mark than 
others? 

And to conclude? 



OTHER PEOPLE’S CHILDREN (d. Rebecca Zlotowski)
REVOIR PARIS (d. Alice Winocour)
WAITING FOR BOJANGLES (d. Régis Roinsard)
BENEDETTA (d. Paul Verhoeven)
BYE BYE MORONS (d. Albert Dupontel)
NIGHT SHIFT (d. Anne Fontaine)
SIBYL (d. Justine Triet)
KEEP GOING (d. Joachim Lafosse)
AN IMPOSSIBLE LOVE (d. Catherine Corsini)
SINK OR SWIM (d. Gilles Lellouche)
NOT ON MY WATCH (d. Emmanuelle Cuau)
ELLE (d. Paul Verhoeven)
VICTORIA (d. Justine Triet)
UP FOR LOVE (d. Laurent Tirad)
THE SENSE OF WONDER (d. Éric Besnard)
CAPRICE (d. Emmanuel Mouret)
TURNING TIDE (d. Christophe Offenstein)
COOKIE (d. Léa Fazer)
IT BOY (d. David Moreau)
DEAD MAN TALKING (d. Patrick Ridremont)
MY WORST NIGHTMARE (d. Anne Fontaine)
ECOND CHANCE (d. Nicolas Cuche)
KILL ME PLEASE (d. Olias Barco)
LES BARONS (d. Nabil Ben Yadir)

2022
2022
2021
2021
2020
2020
2019
2018
2018
2018
2017
2016
2016
2016
2015
2015
2013
2013
2013
2012
2011
2010
2010
2009

VIRGINIE EFIRA 
SELECT FILMOGRAPHY
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Interview with Roschdy Zem 
How do you see your character, Ali? 

My vision was quite close to that of Rebecca Zlotowski, the director. Ali is a man of his time. He’s at an age when he is asking himself existential questions 
about his future: carry on and continue the family line or, on the contrary, stop and enjoy life? I’m familiar with these questions. I’ve been through this. We live in a 
time today where to be a man is no longer to belong to a classic model. Anything is possible now, even if it can be disturbing to the mind of a male spirit like Ali. 
He asks himself a lot of questions about what makes his reality, his desires, his goals, unlike his parents’ generation for which everything was clearly mapped 
out. Ali is the embodiment of all that, a 40-year-old man of the 21st century. 

Is it only this that makes him modern? 

Not only. He is also modern because of his feminine side. He’s the most feminine character I have ever played. And this is the modernity of Rebecca’s thinking. 
In the film you get the feeling that the roles have been reversed from what we have grown used to seeing in cinema. Here, it’s the man who is alone with the 
child. He prepares dinner for his young daughter, he puts her to bed… This is usually reserved for female characters, in film and in life. The film breaks that 
pattern. The character who comes in to fit into this couple is the woman. It’s she who must adapt to his family situation. 

The feminine side of your character is reflected in the way he dresses. 

Yes, it came through the choice of clothes. They had to be carefully chosen so they wouldn’t make me look taller, or accentuate my build, they even had to soften 
me. That’s what we were looking for, something soft, sensitive, delicate, a bit awkward even. Rebecca immediately had the idea of refining everything a little in 
my appearance, above all that I should not wear boots that looked too heavy, too manly, or a big coat… only things that revealed something infinitely vulnerable 
in Ali. Rebecca also wanted his socio-professional category – Ali is an engineer – to be tangible through his clothes, so we could really feel my character. It was 
important to Rebecca that I’d wear a tie at work. I haven’t often been seen in a tie... 
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Interview with Roschdy Zem 

How did Rebecca Zlotowski draw inspiration from you to build your character? 

Rebecca and I know each other well, we did the series Savages together. After that she started writing the film adaptation of Romain Gary’s novel, Your Ticket Is 
No Longer Valid, in which I was to play the lead. Curiously, the story turned into a more feminine, first-person self-portrait and became Other People’s Children, for 
which she wrote the part of Ali with me in mind. She managed to create a mix of the man I am and men she met. In Ali I was able to detect several personalities 
embodied in one single character. Nothing she asked me to do seemed incoherent or implausible. Again, the role of Ali made me question myself the most. I
understand everything he does, even if I don’t necessarily share all his choices. And I also like this kind of paradox of meeting the ideal woman yet questioning 
the viability of their existence as a couple. 

The couple’s intimacy is filmed in a very modern way too, especially in their most naked moments. How did you play this? 

Not only. He is also modern because of his feminine side. He’s the most feminine character I have ever played. And this is the modernity of Rebecca’s thinking. 
In the film you get the feeling that the roles have been reversed from what we have grown used to seeing in cinema. Here, it’s the man who is alone with the 
child. He prepares dinner for his young daughter, he puts her to bed… This is usually reserved for female characters, in film and in life. The film breaks that 
pattern. The character who comes in to fit into this couple is the woman. It’s she who must adapt to his family situation. 

What does his being a musician bring to the character of Ali? 

Ali is an amateur musician; his profession is senior executive. It’s a hobby. His part of solitude shared with others. Music… that wasn’t easy for me. I like the 
guitar, I play a lot, but I am very, very bad. Virginie Efira and I had to learn a complicated piece. We practised a lot and the sequence ended up being cut. But this 
relationship with music quietly brought us a little closer to our characters, it allowed us to move closer together, and that’s essential, especially when you’re 
dealing with an actress you don’t know at all. 
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Interview with Roschdy Zem 
How was working with Virginie Efira? 

Ours is a near perfect partnership. Being with her feels good. She’s there to work, but also to interact, with generosity and humour, while always remaining 
anchored in reality. It’s quite beautiful to see. On set, she maintains a strong link with real life, which is very reassuring to me. She had her daughter there at the 
end of each day of filming to help her with homework in her dressing room. That really affected me. I feel something about her that I’m very attached to, this 
feeling, this awareness of living in privileged conditions related to our work, I love that. She is an exceptional partner. I really understand her success. She has 
the talent, and the behaviour that goes with it. There is a girl next door quality to her. She is like all the women of her generation. 
She puts herself at the service of the film. And her strength is that she doesn’t suffer. She gives a lot when she acts, she doesn’t spare herself, and that is 
something I am very keen on too, but she sets her limits, and this limit – not to suffer – is essential in order to go on. I’m not one of those who thinks you need to 
suffer to play a role. 

What did you discover when you watched the film? 

The result of the work we did with the child who plays my daughter. When Rebecca chose little Callie Ferreira-Goncalves, she was a very reserved, shy kid. I was 
disconcerted. How was she going to thrive on a film set? Rebecca was very efficient, and her patience worked like magic. Between takes Callie huddled in her 
mother’s arms but as soon as we were shooting, she opened up. In the end, she brought something magical too. She arrived with her fragility and each moment 
she gave was like a gift. 

Did the fact that you are a father yourself help you? 

Being a father, I live it. I know I have it in me: to talk to a child, to love her, put her to bed… and to be annoyed with a kid too… I know all this, so I don’t theorise 
about it. I don’t need to. It’s ingrained. My memory does the rest. 
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Interview with Roschdy Zem 
What do you think of the film’s subject around these women in the 40s in search of motherhood, whose suffering society rarely acknowledges? 

I was an indirect witness to that. I’m very close to Rebecca. It is very delicate, very difficult, what is asked of women. They must be professionally involved in 
society, and start a family, have children. It’s not that simple when you’re a woman to build an accomplished career and know that personal and maternal 
fulfilment is only possible up to a certain age. We men don’t think about it. We are not conscious of it at all because we are never confronted with that situation. 
This film is important because it allows us to talk about all this. We realise, when we talk about it, how real the subject is and the extent to which women have to 
confront it. We couldn’t have told this story twenty years ago because no one took this subject into account. I am and I was a witness of that, and I must admit I 
would have never thought I’d see such a story told in cinema. It is a subject that, as men, eludes us entirely. We are not generous enough. 

Is there a sentence or a phrase you’ve retained from the film? 

A sentence? I don’t know but there’s something I found very disturbing, it’s the decision my character makes, not for him, but “for the little one.” That’s a terrible 
phrase: “for the little one.” You can’t inflict that on a child. It places an incredibly heavy load, the whole responsibility of the father’s situation, on her shoulders. 
It’s a massive and inappropriate burden for a child. What will she do with that when she herself becomes an adult? How can a father, when he tells a child such a
thing, say: “See what I am doing for you?” 

Finally, Ali? 

To me, as an actor and as a man, to play Ali is ten times more interesting than anything else that is offered to me today. It says that men today are not stronger 
than women, that it’s no longer a question of counting on them with eyes closed, because yes, we can screw up, and not measure up, like anyone else. It’s 
always been the case, but this film finally shows it. 
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OTHER PEOPLE’S CHILDREN (d. Rebecca Zlotowski)
STAY WITH US (d. Gad Elmaleh)
OUR TIES (d. Roschdy Zem)
THE INNOCENT (d. Louis Garrel)
UNDERCOVER (d. Thierry de Peretti)
THE GIRL WITH A BRACELET (d. Stéphane Demoustier)
OH MERCY! (d. Arnaud Desplechin)
NOTHING TO HIDE (d. Fred Cavayé)
THE BRIGADE (d. Pierre Jolivet)
ALASKA (d. Claudio Cupellini)
BODYBUILDER (d. Roschdy Zem)
BIRD PEOPLE (d. Pascale Ferran)
GIRAFFADA (d. Rani Massalha)
PARIS BY NIGHT (d. Phillipe Lefebvre)
POINT BLANK (d. Fred Cavayé)
OUTSIDE THE LAW (d. Rachid Bouchareb)
LONDON RIVER (d. Rachid Bouchareb)
THE GIRL FROM MONACO (d. Anne Fontaine)
DÉTROMPEZ-VOUS (d. Bruno Dega)

2022
2022
2022
2022
2021
2019
2019
2018
2017
2015
2014
2014
2013
2012
2010
2010
2009
2008
2007

ROSCHDY ZEM
SELECT FILMOGRAPHY

2006
2006
2005
2005
2004
2004
2003
2003
2001
2001
2000
2000
1999
1998
1998
1996
1995
1995

DAYS OF GLORY (d. Rachid Bouchareb)
MAUVAISE FOI (d. Roschdy Zem)
LE PETIT LIEUTENANT (d. Xavier Beauvois)
LIVE AND BECOME (d. Radu Mihaileanu)
36TH PRECINCT (d. Olivier Marchal)
TEN’JA (d. Hassan Legzouli)
FILLES UNIQUES (d. Pierre Jolivet)
SANSA (d. Siegried)
CHANGE-MOI MA VIE (d. Liria Bégéja)
ALIAS BETTY (d. Claude Miller)
LITTLE SENEGAL (d. Rachid Bouchareb)
STAND-BY (d. Roch Stéphanik)
MA PETITE ENTREPRISE (d. Pierre Jolivet)
ALICE AND MARTIN (d. André Téchiné)
LIVING IN PARADISE (d. Bourlem Guerdjou)
LA COEUR FANTÔME (d. Philippe Garrel)
TO HAVE (OR NOT) (d. Laetitia Masson)
N’OUBLIE PAS QUE TU VAS MOURIR (d. Xavier Beauvois)
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Alice

Leila

Louana

Vincent

Dylan

Paul

Father

Mme. ROUCHERAY

Dr. WISEMAN

Mia

Soraya

Jeanne

Tarik 

Cast

Virginie EFIRA 

Roschdy ZEM 

Chiara MASTROIANNI 

Callie FERREIRA GONCALVES 

Yamée COUTURE 

Henri-Noël TABARY 

Victor LEFEBVRE 

Sébastien POUDEROUX of the Comédie Française 

Michel ZLOTOWSKI 

Mireille PERRIER 

Frederick WISEMAN 

Antonia BURESI 
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Marwen OKBI 
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Written and directed by 

1st assistant Director 
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Continuity 
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Olivier SAGNE 

Cécile RODOLAKIS & Marion BERNARD 

Christel BARAS 

Anne Bénédicte THIAM 

Manon COLOMB DE DAUNANT 

George LECHAPTOIS 

Cédric DELOCHE 

Bénédicte MOURET 

Amélie BOUILLY GARNIER 

Rudy MARMET 

Katia WYSZKOP 

Albert BLASIUS 

Eric SIMILLE 

Géraldine MANGENOT 

Sound Editors

Mixing

Original Music

Post-production Coordinator 

Production

Producer

Associate Producer

Assisted by 

Coproduction

With the participation of 

With the support of

In association with

Thomas DESJONQUERES & Bruno REILAND 

Jean-Paul HURIER 

ROB 

Bénédicte POLLET 

LES FILMS VELVET 

Frédéric JOUVE 

Marie LECOQ 

Clémence de ROUVRAY 

France 3 Cinéma 

CANAL+ CINE+ FRANCE TELEVISIONS 

Centre National du Cinéma et de l’Image 

Animée INDEFILMS 10 et 

INDEFLIMS INITIATIVE 8 CINECAP 5 et 

CINECAP 3 DEVELOPPEMENT 

CINEVENTURE 6 
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ABOUT MUSIC BOX FILMS
Music Box Films is the prestigious North American distributor of acclaimed international, independent, and documentary feature films. 
Recent releases include the Oscar-nominated documentary Writing With Fire, Kentucker Audley and Albert Birney's low-fi Strawberry 
Mansion, and seven-time César award-winning Lost Illusions. Upcoming releases include the Directors’ Fortnight Brazilian film Medusa, 
Sundance 2022 genre-bender Leonor Will Never Die, Mark Cousins’ The Story of Film: A New Generation, and Amanda Kramer's Please 
Baby Please. Since its formation in 2007, Music Box Films has distributed award-winning films and art-house favorites that include 
Academy Award winner Ida, Meru (from Oscar-winning filmmakers Jimmy Chin and E. Chai Vaserhelyi), Christian Petzold’s Transit, the 
popular Swedish comedy A Man Called Ove, and the original The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo. Music Box Films, along with their OTT 
platform Music Box Direct, are independently owned and operated by the Southport Music Box Corporation, which also owns and 
operates the Music Box Theatre, Chicago’s premier venue for independent and foreign films. 

For more information, visit www.musicboxfilms.com.

CONTACT

Regional Publicity & Marketing 
Elizabeth Arnott | earnott@musicboxfilms.com

Booking Requests
Kyle Westphal | kwestphal@musicboxfilms.com

National Publicity
Sophie Gluck | sophie@gluckpr.com
Aimee Morris | aimeemorris1@icloud.com
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